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A CRITICAL OVERVIEW
RVIEW ON CHILD AND DUMB WITNESSES: COMPETENCY
AND CREDIBILITY
Sabari Deeksha Choudary A1, Munireddygari Latha Pravalika2

ABSTRACT:
The final decision of the courts is based on the testimony witness. A witness is a person who appears before
a court to give evidence and he/she has been considered as a key player in the pursuit of justice delivery
and the Court without his assistance could not sum up with a judicious decision. While doing so they
sustain lots of grief and pain but never give up. We cannot ig
ignore
nore the service provided by the Witness in
the justice administration system. Section 118 of the Indian Evidence Act3 is the principal legislation that
deals with the competency of the witness. As per this section, a child is competent as a witness provi
provided
the court should satisfy that the child is capable of understanding the questions put to them and answers to
such questions rationally. As per Section 119 of the Indian Evidence Act4, a dumb witness is also a
competent witness and his evidence is admi
admissible
ssible in a court of law. To make the testimony of a dumb
witness competent the court should satisfy that such witness understands the nature of an oath. Apart from
the Indian Evidence Act, there are also some other acts that deal with child witnesses such as the Juvenile
Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, and the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act,
2012. This paper discusses the meaning and competency of a witness, meaning of dumb witness,
competency and credibility of child and du
dumb
mb witnesses, child witness under POSCO act, evidence of child
witness without oath, corroboration of child witness with the help of case laws.
Keywords: Child witness, Dumb witness, POCSO Act

1

4th year B.COM.,LL.B(hons), school of law, Sastra deemed to be university
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3
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4
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INTRODUCTION:
Testimony of Witnesses is considered as key ev
evidence
idence in any court proceedings because it helps the court
to decide the case. One of such witnesses is a child witness. A child witness is a person who is below the
age of 18 years at the time of giving testimony. The law in India did not mention the age limit to be a child
witness. So, any child who satisfies the test of competency i.e. Capable of understanding the questions put
to them and answers to such questions rationally can be a witness. The juvenile justice act is the primary
legislation in Indiaa pertaining to children but there are no specific guidelines related to questioning of
children as a witness. However, it discusses a child
child-friendly
friendly approach which means police should not be in
their uniform while dealing with children, interviews of chil
children
dren by special juvenile police unit who are
well trained to deal sensitively with children. The Court should evaluate the evidence of child witnesses
more carefully because they are generally prone to tutoring, torturing and coercing, etc. A dumb witness is
a witness who is unable to speak. In the olden days, dumb persons are treated like idiots and were not
competent to give evidence. But now due to the advancement of science, it is evident that dumb persons
are more intelligent than other persons. Accord
According
ing to sec 119 of the Indian evidence act2 a dumb witness
i.e. who is unable to speak is competent to give evidence in any other manner in which he or she can make
it intelligible as by signs and gestures or by writing if he/she is literate and such eviden
evidence is treated as oral
evidence.
MEANING AND COMPETENCY OF WITNESS
WITNESS:
"Competency of the Witness" means the capacity or ability or qualification to give evidence in the Court of
Law. A witness is a person who appears before a court to give evidence. The witne
witness is considered as key
evidence in any court proceedings because it is through witnessing the evidence is placed before the court
to decide the case. So it should be very clear as to certain issues like who is competent as a witness and
how the credibilityy of such a witness is tested. In this regard sec 118 of the Indian evidence1 act deals with
the competency of the witness which is a precondition to be a witness before the Court. A witness is a
competent person when he cannot be prevented from appearing in Court and giving evidence. Under this
section, all persons are competent to testify provided the court is of opinion that he is able to understand
the questions put to him and give a rational answer to those questions. And sec 1192 deals with persons
unable to communicate verbally.
7
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COMPETENCY OF CHILD WITNESS AND DUMB WITNESS:
A child is allowed to testify if the court is satisfied that the child is capable of understanding the questions
put to them and answers to such questions rationally. No absolute age limit is fixed by law because it is not
possible to lay down any specific rules regarding the degree of intelligence which will render a child a
competent witness. So it is the discretion of the court to decide whether the child is capable of
understanding
nding the question put to him and answers rationally.
In the case Suresh v. the State of U.P5, it was held in this case that testimony from a 5-year-old
5
child shall
also be admissible provided that the child is able to understand the question of the given issue. Hence, it is
clear that there is no minimum required age for a child to be competent as a witness in a Court of law. In
NivruttiPandurangKokate v. State of Maharashtra6. the Supreme Court dealing with the child witness has
observed that the testimonyy of a child witness should be highly scrutinized so as to make sure that the child
did not give his/her evidence under any situation of undue influence or coercion and should corroborate
other given evidence too. InBabyKandayanathil
BabyKandayanathil v. State of Kerala7, the
he judge has put some preliminary
questions to each of the witnesses and being satisfied that they were answering confidently without fear
and intelligently, proceeded to record the evidence.
InRatansinhDalsukhbhaiNayak
RatansinhDalsukhbhaiNayak v State of Gujarat8, the Supreme Court,
urt, in this case, has observed that
the decision on the question that whether the child witness can understand the question is primarily rests
with the trial Judge who notices the child’s behavior and said Judge can resort to any test which helps him
to disclose
isclose the capacity and intelligence and understanding of the obligation of an oath.
InHimmatSukhadeoWahurwagh
HimmatSukhadeoWahurwagh v. State of Maharashtra
Maharashtra,9the Supreme Court held that it must be
revealed from the evidence of the child that he/she was able to discern between right and wrong. The court
may ascertain the competency of the child as a witness by asking questions and if for any other reasons no
such questions had been put, it may be gathered from his evidence that he fully understood what he was
saying and whether he stood discredited in facing a stiff cross
cross-examination.
examination. The dumb witness is
competent as a witness provided they must be able to understand the nature of the act and the court should
satisfy that oath can be administered to them and should be done so. Th
Thee Court while dealing with dumb
witness should take the assistance of a special educator or interpretation in recording such statements and
5

Suresh v. the State of U.P , 1981 AIR 1122
NivruttiPandurangKokate v. State of Maharashtra ,AIR 2008 SC 1460
7
Baby Kandayanathil v. State of Kerala ,AIR 1992 SC 2275
8
RatansinhDalsukhbhaiNayak v State of Gujarat,
Gujarat,(2004) 1 SCC 64
9
HimmatSukhadeoWahurwagh v. State
tate of Maharashtra
Maharashtra,(2009) 6 SCC 712).
6
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should be video graphed. In a case
case, State of Rajasthan v. Darshan Singh10, Darshan murdered Kaku
Singh. Geeta wife off Kaku who is deaf and dumb was the witness and on her testimony, Darshan was
sentenced to life imprisonment and it was held that the dumb person is also a competent witness. The Court
should satisfy that oath can be administered to them and should be done and is competent to give evidence
in any other manner in which he or she can make it intelligible as by signs and gestures or by writing if
he/she is literate and such evidence is treated as oral evidence. The Court can take the assistance of an
interpreter.
er. If an interpreter is provided, he should be administered on oath and should be a person of the
same surrounding who has no interest in that case.
VOIR DIRE TEST:
The word ‘voir dire’ derived from the Anglo
Anglo-Norman
Norman phrase that refers to ‘Oath to tell the truth’
VOIR DIRE TEST means a preliminary examination that determines the competency of a witness. Under
this test, in order to know the competency of the child witness, the court puts certain questions before the
child which have no connection with the ccase
ase for example their name, father’s name, school name, etc. If it
appears to the court that the child is not being able to understand the basic questions like his/her name, age,
about his school, then he /she cannot be subjected to further examination bec
because the testimony of an
incompetent witness holds no legal value.
CHILD WITNESS UNDER POCSO ACT
ACT:
The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act, 2012 has laid down specific guidelines
regarding interviewing children as witnesses. Some of the few important guidelines are as follows:
1. All children should be approached with extreme sensitivity and in a friendly manner.
2. Try to build a rapport with the child by ensuring that you are a helping person who could be trained in
counseling, to be present
resent with the child to reduce stress and trauma.
3. Maintain a relaxed, safe, neutral, child
child-friendly
friendly environment, including allowing for them to be done at
home. Do not express disbelief, disgust, surprise, or other emotional reactions to descriptions oof the abuse.
4. Avoid touching the child and respect the child’s personal space.
5. Avoid asking the child a direct question.
10

State of Rajasthan v. Darshan Singh(2012(4)
(2012(4) Supreme 72)
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The SC recently emphasized the need of having special public prosecutors in dealing with the cases
registered under the POCSO Act,, 2012. The Hon’ble Court observed that to deal with child witness in
sexual harassment cases prosecutors must be well trained
EVIDENCE OF CHILD WITNESS WITHOUT OATH:
According to section 4 of the Oaths Act, 196911all witnesses should take oaths or affirmation
affirma
provided in
sections 4 and Section 5 of the above
above-mentioned act12 of the Act shall not apply to a child witness who is
under twelve years of age. The proviso to section 4 of the Oaths Act, 1969 must be read along with section
118 of the Indian Evidence Actand section 7 of the Oaths Act13. An omission to administer an oath, even to
an adult, goes only to the credibility of the witness and not his competency. Section 118 of the Indian
evidence act1is the principal legislation that deals with the competency of the witness. Every witness is
competent unless the court considers he is prevented from understanding the questions put to him, or from
giving rational answers, because of tender years, extreme old age, and disease whether of body or mind or
any other cause of the same kind. Therefore, unless the Oaths Act adds additional grounds of
incompetency, it is evident that section 118 of the Evidence Act must prevail. The Oaths Act does not deal
with competency.
Bhagwaniav. State of Rajasthan, in this case, the court14held that an omission to administer an oath
under the Oaths Act, 1969 does not affect the admissibility of evidence unless the judge considers the
witness to be otherwise incompetent. Further in Ghewar Ram v. State of Rajasthan,15it was held that once
the child witness is found competent, his inability to take or understand oath or omission in administering it
neither invalidates the proceedings nor renders his evidence inadmissible.
CREDIBILITY AND ADMISSIBILITY OF CHILD WITNESS AND DUMB WITNESS
WITNESS:
The
he credibility of child witnesses has been questioned in various instances.The credibility of a child
witness depends on the facts and circumstances of each case. In most cases, the child witness is admissible
as evidence in the court, especially in crimin
criminal cases.In the case,Panchhi
Panchhi v. State of U.P16, the Supreme
Court held that the evidence of a child witness would always stand irretrievably stigmatized. No law says
11

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/224196/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1109814/
13
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/141027/
14
Bhagwania v. State of Rajasthan2001
2001 CriLJ 37
3719
15
Ghewar Ram v. State of Rajasthan2001
2001 Cr.L.J. 4460
16
Panchhi v. State of U.P1998
1998 SCC (Cri) 1561])
12
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that even it is found that the evidence of a child witness is reliable, it should be reject
rejected but the law says it
should be done more carefully and with greater circumspection, while evaluating that evidence of a child
witness. It is because a child is an easy prey to tutoring. In the case Mangoo v. StateofM.P
StateofM 17, the Supreme
Court while dealing with
ith the evidence of a child observed that for sure there will be scope to tutor the child
but only on that ground we should not conclude that the child witness must have been tutored. The court
must determine carefully whether the child has been tutored or not. It can be identified by examining the
evidence and from the contents thereof as to whether there are any chances of being tutored.
In the case Assamv. MafzuddinAhmed18,it
it was held by the Supreme Court that it is dangerous to rely on
the sole testimony of the child witness as it is not available immediately after the occurrence of the
incidental before there was any possibility of coaching and tutoring him. In many cases, it was held that
evidence by a dumb witness is credible and admissible in a court of law. In the case Lakhanvs. emperor19,
Where the witness had taken a religious vow of silence, and the magistrate took his evidence in writing in
open Court when he could not get it in any other way without forcing the witness to break his religious
vow, it was held that the witness should be deemed unable to speak within the meaning of this section and
the course adopted by the magistrate was correct.
NEED FOR CORROBORATION:
Despite affirmations by the Supreme Court in various cases and instances, the ter
terms of section 114 of the
Indian Evidence Act20 demand a certain amount of corroboration of witness testimonies
Children are the most dangerous witnesses because due to tender age they often imagine things and
mistake dreams for reality. They are well capablee of cramming things very easily and reproducing them.
They repeat what they have heard from others as to their knowledge. They are generally influenced by the
hope of reward, fear of punishment and by the desire for notoriety.. so it is unsafe to rely on the
t
uncorroborated testimony of a child.
In the case GaganKanojiav. StateofPunjab21, the Supreme Court held that if the tutored part can be
separated from the untutored part then in such a case, the remaining untutored part is valuable and valid.
For corroboration,
boration, the untutored part can be taken into consideration in the case of a hostile witness. In
17

Mangoo v. State of M.P(2008)
(2008) 8 SCC 283
Assam v. Mafzuddin Ahmed1983 AIR 275
19
Lakhan vs. emperorAIR 1936 All 788
20
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/731516/
21
GaganKanojia v. State of Punjab (2006) 13 SCC 516
18
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ArbindSinghv. StateofBihar22, The Supreme Court observed that it is well settled that a child witness is
prone to tutoring and hence the court should look for corroboration particularly when the evidence betrays
traces of tutoring
CONCLUSION:
Just like any other witness, a child witness and dumb witness are also a witness. The law in India did not
mention any age limit to be a child witness. Repeatedly various courts
ourts in India have reaffirmed that child
witness testimonies are also valid evidence and the same is admissible in a Court of law. The question on
which his competency depends is whether he can understand and answer the question rationally that are put
to him. The evidence of the childish required to be evaluated carefully because they are generally prone to
tutoring, torturing and coercing, etc. So,, without corroboration, it will be dangerous to rely on the
testimony of the child witness. Various courts iin
n India have held that dumb witness testimonies are also
valid evidence and the same is admissible in a Court of law.

22

Arbind Singh v. State of Bihar1994
1994 SCC (Cri) 1418
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AT
TRIO VIEW ON CONSTITUION
-

Pasapala Syed Mustaq23

Precis of this Article:
As we all know India has its own written Constitution. In this piece of article, the author would like
to exegesis about the “Constitution” in three limbs. First, What is Constitution,
Constitution Second, why we call
Constitution as Constitutional law,, aand third, the concept of Constitutionalism..
Keywords: Constitution of India, Trio view, Constitutionalism

What is the Constitution?
A constitution is a document or text to which the citizens of India consider as sacred as like the Quaran,
Bible, Bhagavadgita
ita to the respective religion. And the citizens of India should obey the text. The text is
regarded as one of the lengthiest. It is said to be a Supreme document. The preamble of the Constitution
says India is Sovereign, Socialist, Secular, Democratic, Re
Republic
public and it gives the entire meaning of the
Constitution. The said holy text contains the rights and duties to exercise by the people of India. The said
rights and duties are said to be fundamental rights and duties enumerated in Part III and Part IV
respectively in the text. It gives the inalienable right to the people, if the person’s right got infringed or if
the legislation is inconsistent with the said rights then the people of India can invoke Article 32 to the
Supreme Court and Article 226 to the rrespective
espective High Courts to pray to adjudge such act as void. It not
only gives the right, duties, to the people but also the three organs of the state.
The draft of the Constitution took almost 2 years, 7 months, and 11 days to complete. Finally, it was
adopted
ted on Nov 26,1949, and came into enforcement on Jan 26thof the following year i.e;1950. The draft
has passed by resolution and hence codified it as law. We call it “Constitutional Law”. The question we all
as Indians should ponder is that Whether the citi
citizens
zens of India knew that there is a constitution to which we
are subordinate and to obey? The answer to this question would be partly Yes, and partly No. There is a
lack of awareness among the people about the Constitution of India. So, they are not courage
courageous enough to
23

5th year BA.,LLB(hons) Sastra school of law, Thanjavur
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question the government about the promises that they gave in the manifesto and about their administration.
Questioning the ruling government about its schemes and administration is the right of every citizen of
India. It's very shame to say that
hat even some political leaders and the authorities do not know about the
Constitution. Because these days there are illegal arrests and detentions, restricting to free speech were
increasing day by day. If any citizen has made any allegations against the ruling government, the said
person will be detained in custody without following the correct procedure by the top cops in the respective
district or division by obeying orders from the ruling government but failed to obey the Constitution.
As “Udai Raj Rai”, in one of the chapters of his book stated that the very existence of a
Constitution ensures that the rulers are under an obligation to act in accordance with the Constitution and
not to act according to their whims and fancies24. The objective
jective of the text is to give equal freedom, liberty,
justice, etc. Therefore, the act which is against the Constitution will defeat the sole purpose of the
Constitution. The author had the experience to encounter the students who belong to a non
non-legal fraternity.
He asked them about the Constitution and their rights. Their reply was yes we have studied it till 10th
Standard in Social Studies subject but now we are not aware of it, this statements made me shocking. It’s
not the fault of students but of the state which is bound to make them aware of the text and rights of every
individual. There is no rule that only the legal fraternity should read the Constitution and question the
authority when they fail to do their duty as prescribed in text and respectiv
respectivee legislations. While addressing
the Platinum jubilee function of Dr. B.R.Amedkar College of Law, Andhra University the Vice president
has quoted one of the quotes from Ambedkar about the Constitution as follows: “Constitution is not a mere
lawyers’ document,
nt, it is a vehicle of Life, and its spirit is always the spirit of Age.”25
A few takeaways from the speech delivered by “Justice Dr. D.Y. Chandrachud” at Bombay Bar
Association on “Why Constitution matters” as follows:
His Lordship stated that Constitution
on plays individual at his heart to guide the functioning of democratic
institutions and it acquires identity through experience, from a combination of aspirations and
commitment, that express the nation's past and desires to transcend that past. It also recognized
r
the diverse
identities of Citizens.
s. He further emphasized that, When we jail a cartoonist for seduction, when jail instead
of bail is given to the blogger who is a critic of religion, when a mob lynches a person, for food that he/she

24

Udai Raj Rai, Constitutional Law-I, 1st edition,2016. Eastern Book Company(EBC).
Press Information Bureau , Government of India, Vice President’s Secretariat,
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleseDetailm.aspx?PRID=1643281
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleseDetailm.aspx?PRID=1643281,
25
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eats, it is the Constitution that is lynched and finally when we deny a human being, the power of love for
reasons of religious, caste,, it is the Constitution which made to weep26.

Constitutional Law:
We call the Constitution as Constitutional law because it is rregarded
egarded as Superior to all laws of the
country. Hence, it is the Law of all the laws. The central or state governments while passing legislation, the
said legislation should be consonant with the Constitution. If it is passed by either government, the next
role lies on the Judiciary to check whether the said law which is passed is within the constitutional
parameters. To make the amendments to the Constitutional law is harder than the other laws. In the case of
Golak Nath vs State of Punjab27 it was held thatt Law must ordinarily include Constitutional Law.
Ordinary law is made by the center and state legislation will be made by exercise legislative power and
Constitutional law is made by the exercise of Constituent power and in infamous Indira Nehru Gandhi vs
Raj Narain28 held that in a rigid constitution like ours the validity of Constitutional law cannot be
challenged but the ordinary law can be challenged on the touchstone of the Constitution. Constitutional law
is as much law as ordinary law and further mad
madee a remarkable statement that the Constitution cannot
consist of a string of isolated dooms. The ordinary legislative power can be used to test whether the law is
Constitutional law or not held in the State of Karnataka vs Union of India29.

Constitutionalism:
The concept of Constitutionalism is very prevalent in India nowadays. Because of the way the
government exercising the powers arbitrarily. To limit such arbitrary powers the judiciary should exercise
Constitutionalism. The judiciary plays a vvital
ital role in limiting the arbitrary powers of the government. So, it
is said that the Judiciary should be independent and impartial to render justice. The authority seems to
follow the Rule of Law but they are not and they are violating the Rule of Law. So
Some authorities were not
following the procedure while arresting the person, detaining him in custody, there are law and order
problems everywhere, etc. There is no equality in giving protections to the Citizens it is manifest in many
states of India where there is Mob lynching to the particular community. The rights and liberties of
Citizens are curtailing by the government. “Prof. C. Perry Patterson” of the University of Texas in his
26

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vr1Dc_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vr1Dc_-ZKbQ,
ZKbQ, Lecture by Hon’ble Justice Dr.D.Y. Chandrachud , on Why Constitution
Matters.
27
Golak Nath vss State of Punjab (1967) 2 SCR 762
28
Indira Nehru Gandhi vs Raj Narain 1975 Supp SCC 1
29
State of Karntaka vs Union of India ( 1977) 4 SCC 608
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Article titled “The Evolution of Constitutionalism” has said that Constit
Constitutionalism
utionalism is the means which
enables man to draft his Constitution, to establish his government, and to organize the powers in such a
form that it will affect his safety and happiness further the professor went ahead to say about and said that
Rome’s Constitutionalism
titutionalism consists of 1. Principle of Checks and Balance 2. The doctrine of popular
sovereignty, 3. The principle of higher law or doctrine of natural law or the doctrine of a limited
government and American’s principle of Constitutionalism are 1. a ge
general
neral law of the land equally
applicable to all and affording equal protection to all, 2. It cannot validly operate retrospectively,3. It must
be enforced through Courts,4. Legislative power does not include judicial power. At last, the professor has
quotedd “Carl Friedrich” about Constitutionalism as follows; Constitutionalism is probably the greatest
achievement of modern civilization, without which little or none of the rest is conceivable, under it, for the
first time in the history of man, has a measure of freedom and well-being
being been achieved for the common
man30.India’s principle of Constitutionalism is the same as the American's Principle of Constitutionalism.
India’s constitutional law also applicable equally without any discrimination of caste, creed, and gender.
And it also demarcated the powers to its three organs of the state i.e.;; Executive, Legislature, and Judiciary.
One organ cannot overreach another organ. There are also checks and balances applicable to three organs.
One organ can be check overr another organ. For instance, the work of the executive and legislature can be
a challenge in a Court of law. The top Courts of India can act as a check to the rest of the organs of the
state. “Professor UpendraBaxi” in his speech at Nalsar University sta
stated
ted that he is will not accept the word
“Constitutionalism”” but he will place C’s instead of that word. 1st C- Constitutional text, 2nd CConstitutional Interpretation, and 3rd C- the ideology and theory of Constitution31.Following UpendraBaxi,
yet another “Prof. M.P. Jain” has lamented about Constitutionalism in his book Indian Constitutional Law
as follows: He says that a country may have a “Constitution but not necessarily Constitutionalism”. It
means that though a country has a Constitution, there shoul
should
d be Rule of law, separation of law,
Independent Judiciary thus we can say that there is Constitutionalism in that country. Furthermore, he says
the meaning of Constitutionalism itself says to put the limitation on government. Constitutionalism is the
antithesis
thesis of arbitrary power and the antithesis to Constitutionalism would be despotism32.In the year 2007,
in I.R.CoelhovstheStateofTN..33 it was held that the principle of Constitutionalism requires control over
the exercise of governmental power to ensure th
that it does not destroy the democratic principles upon which
30

C. Perry Patterson, The Evolution of Constitutionalism, Minnesota Law Review(Journal of State Bar Association) , Vol.32,
April,1948.
31
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it is based and the protection of fundamental constitutional rights through the common law is the main
feature of common law Constitutionalism. And the following is yet another one of the notable judgments in
the recent past i.e.; Navtej Singh Johar vs Union of India34, where talks about the concept of
Transformative Constitutionalism. Para No. 108 &109 of the judgment says as follows: the concept of
Transformative Constitutionalism has its kernel a pledge, promise and thirst to transform the Indian Society
to embrace therein in letter and spirit, the ideals of justice, liberty, equality, and fraternity. And also says
that the ability of the Constitution to adapt and transform with the changing need
needs of the time.

Conclusion:
The author would like to conclude by citing “Justice Chandrachud's” statement on Constitution that,
Constitution is a living document, it is a document for the future, if the Constitution is not framed for the
future it is deemed to be failure35. The Constitution will live to give direction to the functioning of the three
organs of the state, even if we do not believe in it. The Constitution is said to be transforming these days,
so the concept of transformative Constitu
Constitutionalism
tionalism has evolved by recent notable judgments from Top
Court. Hence, for a democratic country like India, the arena of Constitution and Constitutionalism is a must
and we have to obey the both to exercise our Inalienable rights without hindrance.

34

(2018) 10 SCC 1
Supra, note.3

35
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CASE COMMENTARY: SHAYARABANO VS UNION OF INDIA AND ORS.
-

MANALI AGRAWAL, BA.LLB. (HONS.),36 & KOHINA JAIN, BA.LLB.
(HONS .)37

ABSTRACT:
In the landmark judgment, the Supreme Court set aside the practice of triple talaq by 3:2 majorities.
Justices Kurain Joseph, UU Lalit, and RF Nariman gave the majority judgment. Chief Justice Jadish Singh
Kehar and Justice Abdul Nazeer descended. The Supreme Court decision affected many Muslim victims in
the country especially those who are vulnerable to the inst
instantaneous
antaneous oral and unilateral Triple talaq. The
case of ShayraBano v. Union of India was successful in providing justice to many unsaid and unheard
voices of India. Supreme Court ruled against the gender
gender-biased
biased practice of Triple talaq by declaring it
unconstitutional
nstitutional and restored the trust of common people in the Judiciary.
INTRODUCTION:
Triple talaq or talaq-e-biddat
biddat or instant divorce or talaq
talaq-e-mughallazah
mughallazah is an irrevocable form of divorce
under Islam. In this form of Divorce, a Muslim man can divorce hhis
is wife by pronouncing Talaq three times
in oral written, or electronic form. The practice was widely followed by Indian Muslims especially by the
followers of the Hanafi School of Muslim Law. But later, this form of talaq started to raise the issues of
justice,
stice, gender equality, and secularism and thus became a subject of controversy in India. It was the case
of ShayaraBano38when the practice was declared unconstitutional and a ban was imposed on the practice
by the apex court of India.
This was not the firstt time that the validity of Triple Talaq has been challenged in the Court of law. This
issue has been raised in a plethora of cases. But, never before, the question of the constitutionality of Triple
Talaq was challenged before the constitutional bench of the Supreme Court. This case highlighted the issue
of gender discrimination. Because triple talaq is a gender
gender-discriminatory
discriminatory practice where Muslim men can
36

Jagran Lakecity university , Bhopal
Jagran Lakecity university, Bhopal
38
ShayaraBano v. Union of India (2017) 9 SSC 1, WRIT PETITION (C) NO.: 118 OF 2016, DATE OF JUDGEMENT: 22
22-082017, 5 JUDGE BENCH: JAGDISH SINGH KHEHAR (CJI), KURAIN JOSEPH, ROHINTON FALI NARIMAN, UDAY
UMESH LALIT, AND S. ABDUL NAZEER JJ.
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divorce his wife by uttering talaq three times in one setting without the consent of women and also without
any reasonable grounds and the same option was not available to Muslim women. This made the Muslim
women silent victims. There were several cases where husbands pronounced triple talaq over phone calls,
text messages, or, even on pictures to their wives. This became a controversial topic. When a middle-class
middle
and under-confident
confident woman from a small town showed courage and took a stand for her and many women
who were suffering from this traditional practice of instantaneous divorce or triple talaq, peo
people started
noticing. This was the first time when Muslim women came together and fought against the practice of
triple talaq divorce on the ground of violation of their fundamental rights.
FACTS:
 The petitioner, ShayaraBano was married to the respondent, Rizwan Ahmed, an Allahabad-based
Allahabad
property dealer in April 2001. The petitioner faced domestic violence and physical torture by her
husband and in-laws,
laws, who allegedly demanded additional dowry from her parents.
 Due to this torture and unnecessary demands, she was forced to stay in her parental home. On 10th
October 2015, the respondent
respondent-husband
husband in the presence of two witnesses pronounced
‘talaqtalaqtalaq’ and delivered Talaqnama to the petitioner wife.
 She challenged this before the Supreme Court of India, sstating
tating that the practices of talaq-e-biddat,
talaq
polygamy, and NikahHalala are illegal and unconstitutional as they violate her fundamental rights
granted under articles 14,15,21and 25 of the constitution of India. The Court however chose to
examine the issue of Instant Triple Talaq alone and decided not to comment upon other practices
challenged under the petition.
 The petitioner got support from various NGOs and in the meantime, various other petitions
challenging the same practice were filed. After clubbing all these petitions in one, the Supreme
Court formed a 5 judge constitutional bench on 30th March 2017 to decide upon the validity of the
practice.39
BACKGROUND:
Since this case is concerned with the dissolution of marriage through the method of triple tala
talaq among
Muslims, it is important to know the concept of talaq under Islamic law and to understand the rights of a
39
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Muslim woman. Under Mohamedan law, the contract of marriage can be dissolved in any one of the
following ways: When the divorce proceeds from the husband40i.e., Talaq; when it is affected by mutual
consent i.e., Khula; or according to the terms of the contract between the parties i.e., Mubarat.
Talaq is subdivided into three kinds i.e., talaq-e-Ahsan, talaq-e-Hasan, and talaq--e-Biddat, or Instantaneous
Triple Talaq. Talaq-e-Ahsan
Ahsan and talaq
talaq-e-Hasan
Hasan are approved by the Quran and Hadith and also considered
as reasonable forms of divorce. However, Talaq
Talaq-e-Biddat
Biddat is nowhere approved by the Quran and Hadith
and is considered to be sacrosanct to the Mus
Muslim religion. The Talaq-e-Biddat
Biddat is good in law but it is bad in
theology. In the case of talaq-e-Ahsan
Ahsan and talaq
talaq-e-Hasan,
Hasan, the husband has an opportunity of reconsidering
his decision, for the talaq in both these cases does not become absolute until a cert
certain period has elapsed.
They also give the husband an option to revoke it before a particular period of time has elapsed. But talaq
talaqe-Bidaat
Bidaat becomes irrevocable immediately as it is pronounced. This practice can be traced to the second
century after the advent
vent of Islam. In this type of divorce, the husband does not follow the recognized talaq
i.e., talaq-e-Sunnat
Sunnat and he neither waits for the Iddat period41 nor to the restraint from sexual intercourse.
This practice is considered the easiest form of talaq as a Muslim husband can easily escape from marriage,
just by uttering the word Talaq three times and the marriage stands dissolved immediately was developed
by the Islamic patriarchal society.42 Thus this practice is gender discriminatory. It was submitted in the
petition that the practice of talaq-e-biddat
biddat is recognized only in few Sunni schools like Hanafi school and it
is also said that the schools who follow this practice describe it as a 'sinful form of divorce'.
This issue has been raised several times ea
earlier.
rlier. Since the 1980s, the number of High Courts in India has
held that for the validation of talaq, it must be uttered for a reasonable cause and there must be an attempt
for reconciliation of marriage by mediators from both the parties previously. In th
this view, though it is
privileged for the husband and also authorized by clerics, Triple talaq is already illegal.
ISSUES:
The main issues that were raised in the case are as follows:


Whether Talaq-e-Biddat
Biddat Islamic in nature?



Whether is it protected under Article 25 freedom of religion of the constitution of India?

40

ASAF A.A. FYZEE, OUTLINES OF MUHAMMADAN LAW, (Tahir Mahmood,,ed. 2009).
It is a period of chastity which a Muslim woman is bound to observe after the diss
dissolution
olution of her marriage due to the death of
her husband or by divorce before she can lawfully marry again.
41

42

DINSHAW FARDUNJI MULLA, PRINCIPLES OF MOHAMEDEN LAW, (20 ed., 2013).
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JUDGMENT:
Judgment, in this case, was given by a five
five-judge
judge constitutional bench of the Supreme Court. The bench
comprised of Chief Justice Jagdish Singh Khehar,Justices Kurain Joseph, Justice UU Lalit, Justice RF
Nariman, and Justice Abdul Nazeer.. In the landmark judgment, the Supreme Court set aside the practice of
triple talaq by 3:2 majority. Justices Kurain Joseph, UU Lalit, and RF Nariman gave the majority judgment
whereas Chief Justice Jagdish
ish Singh Kehar and Justice Abdul Nazeer descended. There were two majority
judgments; one written by Justice Kurain for himself and on behalf of Justice Lalit and another written by
Justice Nariman and a Minority Judgment of CJI Khehar and Justice Nazeer was written by CJI Khehar.
The issues in the case were dealt with as follows:
Issue 1. Whether talaq-e-biddat
biddat Islamic in Nature?
Talaq-e-biddat
biddat is a mode of talaq that gives a man the right to divorce his wife by pronouncing ‘talaq’
three times in one go orr by saying that ‘I give Talaq to you irrevocably’ where the consent of the wife
is immaterial. A distinct feature of talaq
talaq-e-biddat
biddat is that it is irrevocable and also immediately effective.
Moreover, Triple Talaq can only be pronounced by the husband agai
against
nst his wife which is gender
discriminatory.
There are four sources of Islamic Law i.e. The Quran, Hadith, Ijma, and Qiyas. According to the
learned author A. A Fyzee, Quran is a word of God hence it is the fundamental source of law and
Hadith is supplementary
tary law which is the traditions of the prophet and the remaining two sources of
law are not relevant. The major controversy here is that there is no mention of Triple Talaq in the
Quran and it is sought to be justified by Hadiths only. The Quran disapprov
disapproves of the practice of triple
talaq but it disapproves more on the irreversible and fickle form of divorce where there is no reasonable
ground for the divorce and it is characterized by the absence of restoration of marriage. On the
contrary, The respondent argued that in Quran does not mention any type of divorce and if the
petitioner’s argument is to be considered then all forms of divorce should have to be declared unIslamic
this will obstruct the Muslim married couple from taking divorce in case of marit
marital discord.43
Issue 2. Whether Article 25 is Guaranteed Under Constitution?
The only way to determine the answer to this question is the essentiality test. The essentiality test decides
whether the practice of triple talaq is an essential religious practice
practice.. Both the judgments minority and
43
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majority given by the Judges elaborate on this issue and refer to different judgments to come to any
conclusion. Referring to Sardar Syedna Taher Saifuddin Saheb case44, CJI Kehar recites that whether a
practice is essentiall or not must be decided from the opinion of the member of that religion. Justice
Nariman, citing the case of Commissioner of Police vs Acharya Jagdishwar Anand Avadhuta45,states that
an essential practice is a practice on which the elemental belief of the religion is founded and this is the
Cornerstone upon which the superstructure of the religion is built; the fundamental character of the religion
would change without it. It is an essential and permanent part of the religion that cannot be compensated
anywhere.
If we see the essentiality test according to Justice Nariman, we can convince that triple talaq should be
declared outside the scope of Article 25. But if we follow the test laid down by CJI Khehar, it is under
question that whether triple talaq is aan
n essential practice of the Islamic community or not. He gave
judgment in the favour of triple talaq that it is followed by a large number of people. Since this practice has
sanctioned in religious denomination followed by the immense majority of the Musli
Muslim population, triple
talaq practice is to be considered constitutional and it is an essential part of religion. Also, he thought that
Triple talaq practice does not violate any of the exceptions mentioned under article 25(1) i.e., Public Order;
Health; Morality;
ality; Other provisions of Part III of the Constitution. Therefore, there is no need for any
legislative action on Muslim Personal Law or Shariat law.
On 22nd August 2017, the Supreme Court held the practice of Triple Talaq unconstitutional. The Majority
concluded that talaq-e-biddat
biddat is not an essential religious practice while the minority concluded vice
vice-versa.
It was an important issue to be dealt with because, under Article 25 of the constitution, the state cannot take
away the essential religious practice
ce of any religion. The Majority also justified its point by saying that
even this practice is allowed by the Hanafi School of Muslim Law, it is considered a sinful practice. This
form of Talaq is not supported by Quran. Thus, the court quoted that ‘What iiss bad in theology cannot be
good in law’. The Court relied on its previous judgment of ShaminAra46 where it said that the triple talaq
is bad both, in theology as well as in law and it cannot be validated only because it is followed by a large
population. Also,
lso, the fact that it is prohibited in the majority of Islamic countries highlights that it is not an
essential religious practice. Thus, it must be set aside.

44
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The court also said that the challenged practice comes under the fourth exception under Article 2547 as it is
violative of Article 14 of the Constitution as it does not give the right to equality to Muslim women in the
declaration of divorce. Thus, it is liable to be struck down by the Court.
CRITICAL ANALYSIS:
The landmark judgment declared the widel
widely
y followed practice of Triple Talaq unconstitutional. It protected
Muslim women from becoming silent victims of patriarchal society. They finally got protection from the
regressive practice that has been followed since time immemorial and thus the judgment of the apex court
is appreciable. The minority was flawed when it said that the practice is an essential religious practice even
after knowing that the majority of Islamic Countries, as well as schools Of Muslim Law, are done away
with it. The minority also
so failed to protect the Right to equality to Muslim women guaranteed under Article
14 of the Indian Constitution. Minority focused more on technicalities of the law and did not seem to
consider the atrocities that are present due to such practice. The who
whole
le reasoning given by the minority
prevents justice and is unfair and irrational.
However, the majority, on finding that the practice of triple talaq violates Fundamental Right of Muslim
women and also comes under the exception laid down under Article 25(1
25(1)) of the constitution, struck down
the regressive practice. The majority judgment cites that “what is bad in theology cannot be good in law”.
This is a very correct decision because it is the responsibility of the government and the judiciary to
remove thee impinge practices Sati Pratha was also widespread and practiced since time immemorial and
was thus should be banned. Thus, by declaring triple talaq as unconstitutional, The Indian Judiciary
fulfilled its obligation to remove prejudiced practices from so
society.
ciety. If the minority judges have also
favoured the majority judges the impact of the judgment could be different. However, due to the fair and
justified reasoning of the majority, India is finally done away with the regressive practice and Judiciary
succeeded
eeded to safeguard the rights of its citizens.

47

25. Freedom of conscience and free profession, practice an
and propagation of religion.—(1)) Subject to public order, morality and
health and to the other provisions of this Part
Part,, all persons are equally entitled to freedom of conscience and the right freely to
profess, practise and propagate religion.
(2) Nothing inn this article shall affect the operation of any existing law or prevent the State from making any law
law—
(a)) regulating or restricting any economic, financial, political or other secular activity which may be associated with religio
religious
practice;
(b) providing
ng for social welfare and reform or the throwing open of Hindu religious institutions of a public character to all
classes and sections of Hindus.
Explanation I.—The
The wearing and carrying of kirpansshall
shall be deemed to be included in the profession of the Sikh
Si religion.
Explanation II.—In sub-clause (b)) of clause ((2),
), the reference to Hindus shall be construed as including a reference to persons
professing the Sikh, Jaina or Buddhist religion, and the reference to Hindu religious institutions shall be constr
construed accordingly.
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CONCLUSION:
After so many unsuccessful attempts by Muslim women, the case of ShayraBano v. UnionofIndia was
successful in providing justice to many unsaid and unheard voices of India. Supreme Court ruled again
against
the gender-biased
biased practice of Triple talaq by declaring it unconstitutional by 3:2 majorities and restored the
trust of common people in the Judiciary. The practice was followed since time immemorial which gave
Muslim husbands the right to divorce their wives irrevocably and the same privilege was not available to
women. Supreme Court addressed the issue of the validity of the practice. It said that the practice is not an
essential religious practice of Islam and is violative of the right to equality of Muslim women and thus is
unconstitutional. Earlier, Muslim men could marry a woman and after his gratification is satisfied, he could
divorce her just by uttering talaq three times and make the life of the divorced women hell. This privilege
is no longer available
vailable to Muslim men and Muslim women can lead a secure and dignified life.
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CONCEPT OF GIFT UNDER MUSLIM LAW
-

M. S. SAI ARAVIND48

ABSTRACT
A gift in general terms can be defined as a transfer of ownership of a property by one person to another.
But in Islamic law, the term gift is termed in the name of Hiba. Generally, gifts are regulated under the
Transfer of Property Act, 1882 but Hiba is regulated by the personal laws of Muslims. In this Article, the
author has defined the term Hiba,
a, its features, its essentials, who can make Hiba and the Constitutional
validity of Hiba. Through this article, the author has also mentioned what can be the subject matter of
Hiba and revocation of Hiba and conditions for revocation of the same. On read
reading this article we can get
a clear understanding about the concept of Hiba and how it is different from the term gift described under
the Transfer of Property Act.
Keywords: Concept of Gift, Hiba, Muslim

Introduction:
A Gift, otherwise known as “Hiba” under Muslim law, is a transfer of property from a living person to
another living person, without any consideration. Under Muslim Law,, there are no differences drawn
between a real and a personal property. The Muslim Law only recognizes two concepts, nam
namely- “Ayn”,
meaning the absolute right of ownership of the property which is to be bequeathed, and “Manafi”, which
refers to the right to use and enjoy the property. The concept of gift developed in the period of 610 AD to
650 AD.Gifts are regulated under Chapter
Chapter-VII
VII of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882 but it does not apply
to Hiba, it is governed by Muslim personal laws. In this article, the author defines the concept of Hiba, its
features and essentials, and as well as discusses the competent person who can make Hiba and its
constitutional validity.
Meaning of Hiba:
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Hiba involves the transfer of property among the living persons, which is unlimited in point of time. The
meaning of the term “Hiba” differs according to individuals. According to Hedaya– “Hiba is an
unconditional transfer of ownership in an existing property, made immediately without any consideration.
“Ameer Ali defines Hiba as “a voluntary gift without consideration of property by one person to another,
to constitute the donee the proprietor
or of the subject
subject-matter of the gift.” As per Mulla, “A Hiba is a transfer
of property, made immediately and without any exchange by one person to another and accepted by or on
behalf of the latter.”” Whereas Fyzeedescribes it as ““the immediate and unqualified
ied transfer of the corpus of
the property without any return.”49
Salient features of ‘Hiba’:
1. Hiba generally involves the transfer of property as a result of the actions of parties to Hiba and not by
the operation of any Law. If such Hiba is made by Cou
Court
rt of Law or by Muslim Inheritance Law will not be
valid.
2. Under Hiba, the property must be transferred only between the living persons voluntarily.
3. The property will be transferred in absolute interest and the person who receives the property will ge
get
complete ownership rights over the property.
4. The property must be existing at the time of transfer. Transfer in respect of property that will exist in the
future is void.
5. Hiba comes into operation with immediate effect. Once the property is transfe
transferred, the transferor will
lose his rights over the property.
Competency of Donor: Capacity and Right:
A Donor is a person who makes the declaration of the gift. But as per the law, any Muslim man or woman
who has attained the age of majority and a person ooff soundness is having the competency of the donor. The
age of the majority for making the gift will be 18 years in normal cases and 21 years if he is under the
custody of a guardian.

Capacity:
1.Mental Capacity: A person must be having a sound mind and hhee must be able to understand the legal
consequences of his action. The gift made by an unsound person is not valid. While making the gift, the
49
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donor must be acting on his own, he should not be coerced nor must be influenced to make the gift. In the
case of Husainna Bai Vs Zohara Bhai
Bhai,, the validity of a gift made by pardanasheen ladies was declared by
the court. The court held that- “When a gift is made by a pardanasheen lady, it is important to establish that
the consent of the lady was free and she made th
thee gift on her independent advice and the deed was
executed from the lady under compulsion, it was not her voluntary act, and hence, the deed was held
invalid.”50
2. Financial Capacity: According to the view of the Hanafi school, if an insolvent person wants to make a
gift, he can make it so. However, a power is given to Kazi by which he can declare a gift to be illegal if it is
not made in a bonafide manner. So, every gift must be made without any malafide intention.
Right to make Hiba: Simply a person is hhaving
aving the capacity to make Hiba, he cannot do so. He must be
having the right to make Hiba. Right in the sense that the person who is gifting property to another person
must have ownership rights on the property. The person making the transfer must be the legal owner of the
property. If there exist no ownership rights, the transfer cannot be made. The transfer must be in the
absolute interest of Donee.
Competency of Donee: The person in whose favour gift is made is known as Donee. For being a valid
Donee he need not be a Muslim. He may be of any religion, caste, sex, or even state of mind. The only
requirement is that he must be in existence at the time of transfer.
i) Child in the womb: A child in mother’s womb born alive within 6 months from the date on which gift is
made is a lawful Donee. If the child dies after the gift is made then the gift will become void. The child
must be alive inside the mother’s womb at the time of making of a gift. If the child comes into mother’s
womb, only after that, the giftt was made then the gift will become void ab initio.
ii) Juristic Person: A Juristic person includes firms, corporations, associations, companies, etc. A juristic
person is a competent person to enter into contracts like a normal person. Hence the juristic person is also a
competent Donee and a gift can be made to them. Ex. Gifts can be made in favour of a company, Schools
or Temples, etc.
iii) Two or more Donees: A Donee can be either an individual or maybe two or more persons. If the gift is
made to two orr more Donees all of them must be existing at the time of making the gift.
50
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Essentials of Hiba:
The Muslim law treats gift as a contact. So, the essentials of Hiba will be the same as Essentials for
Contract. First, there must be an offer (izab), Second, tthere
here must be an acceptance (qabul) and lastly, there
must be the transfer of the property i.e., qazaba. It is important to view the case of Smt.Hussenabi v
Husensab Hasan. In this case, a grandfather made an offer of a gift to his grandchildren. No express or
implied acceptance was made by his major grandchildren. On behalf of minor grandchildren, the offer was
accepted. The Karnataka High Court held that gift was void with regards to Major Grandchildren as the
essentials are not met but the gift is valid w
with regards to minor grandchildren51. The following can be said
to be essentials of the gift.
1. Declaration by donor: The first and foremost essential for Hiba is the clear and unambiguous intention
of the donor. A declaration can be said to be a statement that intends the donor to make the gift. The
declaration can be done either orally or through written means. In the famous case of IlahiSamsuddinv.
JaitunbiMaqbul, it was held that under this law, it is not necessary that the declaration and acceptance
must
st be in writing. It may be done either orally or through the written method52. When it is made in writing
it is known as ‘Hibanama’. In the famous case of Md. Hesabuddin v Md. Hesaruddin a will made by
Muslim women and not written on stamp paper,Gauhati Hi
High
gh Court held that the gift was valid53.
2. Acceptance by the Donee: A contract will become void if it is not accepted. Similarly, when a gift was
made both the offer and acceptance must be present to make it a valid gift. A gift without acceptance is
also void. The Donee must accept the offer of the gift made by the donor. The donee may be of any
religion or any person. For a minor or insane person, any guardian mentioned under Islamic law can accept
the gift on behalf of them. Those people include: i) Fath
Father,
er, ii) Father’s Executor, iii) Paternal Grand-Father,
Grand
and iv) Paternal Grand Father’s Executor54.
3. Delivery of possession by donor and Donee taking possession: The formalities mentioned in Section
123 of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882 do not apply to Muslim law. Under this law, Gift becomes
complete when the donor delivers the possession, and Donee took possession of the property. The gift will
come into effect on the date when the donor delivers possession. When delivery is not made then the gift
51
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willl become void. Delivery may be of two types. First is the actual delivery and next is constructive
delivery of possession.
a) Actual delivery of possession:: In this type of possession, the property will be handed over to the Donee
physically. This type of possession is done in the case of tangible properties. It may be either movable or
immovable. Where mutation proceedings have started and the donor died without delivering possession of
the property then the gift will become void55.
b) Constructive deliveryy of possession
possession:: Constructive delivery represents symbolic transfer or property.
This typically takes place when the property cannot be delivered through actual mode. This type of
possession is sufficient for a valid gift in two cases. 1. When the property is intangible, 2. Where property
is tangible but actual possession is not possible.
When Constructive delivery of possession is complete:
There arises a problem when immovable property is delivered in constructive delivery of possession. In
India, there are two views with regards to the exact time when the delivery of property is done by way of
constructive delivery of possession.
i) Benefit theory: According to this theory, it is believed that the constructive delivery of possession is
complete when thee donee started to get benefits out of the property gifted to him. Where after the gift was
declared if the donor is enjoying the benefits then possession is incomplete.
ii) Intention theory: As per this view, the constructive delivery of possession is ccomplete on the date on
which the donor intends to transfer the possession of the property to donee. The intention of the donor will
differ from one case to another and also in circumstances.
The constitutional validity of Hiba:
The Transfer of Property Act,
t, 1882 is filled with principles relating to the transfer of property
property-the laws
relating to the sale, mortgage, charge, lease, and exchange, transfer of actionable claims, and gifts of
property. All of the chapters will apply to Muslims except the gift cha
chapter.
pter. With regards to the principles
which are related to the disposition of property mentioned in chapter 2 of the Transfer of Property Act,
1882, the act says that ‘nothing in the second Chapter of this Act shall be deemed to affect any rule of
Mohammedan Law’56. Generally speaking, we may say that this exemption is violative of Article 14 of the
55
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Constitution of India which speaks about equality on the ground that it exempts particular religion. But in
the case of Bibi Maniran v. Mohd. Ishaque
Ishaque, 57it was held
d that this exemption is not violative of Article 14
of the Constitution of India and this exemption is lawful. The concept of Hiba is included in the Shariyat
Act of 1937 and to be regulated by Islamic Law. So, the exemption granted under Section 129 of tthe
Transfer of Property Act does not violate Article 14 of the Constitution of India.
The subject matter of Hiba:
The following constitutes the subject matter of Hiba under Islamic Law namely58:
1. Anything on which the right or property may be exercised or anything that comes under the term of
property. It may be movable or immovable, tangible or intangible.
2. The property must be existing at the time of the making of the gift. The gift in respect of the future
property is invalid.
3. The ownership of the propert
property must belong to the donor.
4. The property must be transferrable within the meaning of Section 6 of the Transfer of Property Act.
5. In respect of Hanafi law, any gift concerning undivided share in any property which is capable of
division though with some exce
exceptions
ptions is not complete and is not regular and will be valid when
separated subsequently and possession is delivered. There are some exceptions to this rule. They
are
a) Gift of the undivided share will be valid in the case of Hiba by one Co
Co-heir to another
b) Hiba
ba in respect of share which is a freehold property situated in a large commercial town.
c) The doctrine of Musha concerning small plots of lands and not in case of specified share
which is in large landed properties.
d) Hiba in respect of share situated inland company.
Revocation of Hiba:
Under Islamic Law, all voluntary transactions are revocable and so as in the case of Hiba. So, as it is
already mentioned that the gift must have three essentials namely declaration made by the donor,
acceptance made by the donee,
ee, and delivery of possession. So, revocation can be classified into two types
namely:
i) Revocation before delivery of possession.
57
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ii) Revocation after delivery of possession
Revocation before delivery of possession:
Under Muslim Law, any gift is revoca
revocable
ble before the gift is delivered for possession to the donee. This is
because any gift is invalid if the delivery of possession doesn’t take place. So, all the gifts that are revoked
before delivery took place are valid revocation. For revocation, the cour
courtt order is not necessary. The donor
has the absolute right to revoke the gift.
Revocation after delivery of possession:
Under Islamic Law, Hiba, after it is delivered for possession, can be revoked only on two grounds namely:
1. with the consent of the Donee
2. A decree passed by the Court of Law.
A mere declaration for revocation of the gift made by the donor or merely a suit is filed in court is not a
ground for revocation of Hiba. The Donee is having absolute right to enjoy the property till a decree is
passed by a Court of Law. According to the view of the Hanafi School, a gift in certain circumstances can
be revoked. Those circumstances are59


When the gift was made by one spouse to another spouse



When there is a degree of prohibited relationship between donor and donee.



When both the gift maker and gift receiver are dead.



When the subject matter of gift is not in possession with donee.



When the value of the subject matter of the gift has increased.



When the subject matter of gift lost its identity.



When the donor from donee received something in return (Iwaz)



Where the primary object of the gift is to receive benefit by way of religious or spiritual.

Conclusion:
The major subject matter of this article is to understand the concept of gift under Muslim law which is
different from the concepts of gift used under other laws. While studying the law of gifts we should not
forget that there is much difference between the terms “Gifts” under the Transfer of Property Act, 1882,

59
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and the term “Hiba” under Islamic La
Law.
w. There are some differences between Gift and Hiba which is dealt
with in this article and the elements which are essential for the gift can be said as:


There shouldn’t be any consideration



Donor, Donee, and subject matter of gift



Transfer and acceptance of the gift.

Whereas the author would like to remind you about the essentials of Hiba which are:


Declaration made by the donor



Acceptance made by Donee and



Delivery of possession.

These are the important differences that exist between the Laws of Gifts me
mentioned
ntioned under two laws and
through this article the author had discussed the Laws of Gifts dealt under Muslim Law, its essentials,
Constitutional Validity, and how it can be revoked and all these forms the basis for this article.
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HISTORY OF GLOBAL PANDEMICS
PANDEM
Shriya Bhatkhande60

"All countries need to review their strategies now" - Dr. Michael J. Ryan, WHO Informal Advisory Group
member.
Abstract:
at present
With immense dread, the world is today attending the emergence of a novel pandemic Covid-19
Covid

leading to fiendishly difficult misfortune, deaths, and turmoil of routine life. Ambiguity and panic are
new and obscure. Nonetheless, destructive
worsened by the feeling that what we are encountering is brand
brand-new

pandemics and disease evolution are not new
new episodes, they have existed in challenging human survival all
over the reported history. Pandemics have created a disastrous catastrophe in several ways, whether it is the
more previous form of smallpox or tuberculosis or the latter extent of HIV/AIDS or
o H1N1. A few have hit a
considerable chunk of mankind, but humans have constantly sought for approaches to lessening their fatal
outcomes. Although the most rising contaminations come from the transmission of pathogenic substances via
animals to humans, the elements that intervene in this development are still unclear. What is learned, after all,
is that the connection linking humans and animals is of predominant consequence in the mechanism. The
article will delve into the significant pandemics marked in human history that have induced gigantic negative
influences on health, economies, and even national security globally.
Keywords:: Global pandemics, History, Pandemic India
INTRODUCTION
What is Pandemic? The word “Pandemic” is derived from a Greek word, “pandemos
“pandemos”, pan meaning “all” and
A pandemic is the worldwide spread of a
demos, “the people”.. According to the World Health Organization, “A

new disease.” It is an outbreak of a disease that spreads across nations or one or more continents at the same
60
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an epidemic occurring worldwide, or over a
time. The internationally accepted definition of a pandemic
pandemi is “an

very wide area, crossing international boundaries and usually affecting a large number of people”61. These
contagious diseases attack plenty of people and garrottes more lives than an epidemic or outbreak. An easy
way to know the difference between an epidemic and a pandemic is the letter “P” in the pandemic, denoting
that a pandemic has a passport. A pandemic is an epidemic that globe
globe-trots.62
History of Global Pandemics
seases has had heartfelt and lasting consequences on societies
The sporadic outbreak of infectious di
diseases

throughout history. They have effectively shaped human civilization, with effects lasting for centuries. This
article outlines some of the striking pandemics that took place in human history.63
As human civilization began, so did the development of cities, trade routes connecting the world, wars making
the pandemic more apparent.
430 B.C. The Athenian Plague
that time there was a
The Athenian plague is a historically recorded event that occurred in 430-26
430 26 B.C. At th

fight between Athens and Sparta, said war is popularly known as Peloponnesian. Ethiopia was the origin and
later it spread throughout Egypt and Greece, claiming the lives of more than 25% of the population.64 Initial
ncluded fever, headache, conjunctivitis, and rashes on the body. Eventually, the victims
symptoms of plague included

coughed blood, suffered from vomiting, and extreme stomach cramping’s. An infected person would usually
die by the 7th-8th
8th day. Those who survived might suffer from amnesia,
amnesia, partial paralysis, and blindness. The
wartime overcrowding in Athens resulted in the rapid spread of the disease. Even the doctors and caretakers
caught the disease from the patients they were attempting to heal.65The cause of the Athenian plague is yet

61
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unknown but typhoid fever figures out the prominent culprit, as put forward by scientist Olson. While some
others believe that the cause of the Athenian plague is Ebola virus hemorrhagic fever.
165 A.D. The Antonine Plague
180 A.D. It was brought into the Roman Empire by the soldiers
The Antonine Plague lasted from
rom 165
165-180

returning from Seleucia. Before it abated, it had infected Asia, Egypt, Greece, and Italy. The Antonine Plague
sore
is considered to be an early appearance of smallpox.66 The symptoms include fever, diarrhea, pus-filled
pus

throats. The Roman Empire lost its emperor, Marcus Aurelius which led to the weakening of military and
economic supremacy. It affected ancient Roman traditions, commencing the renewal of spirituality, focusing
on the spreading of a new religion, Christianity.
Christianity. The Antonine Plague created the conditions for the decline of
the Roman Empire.67
250 A.D. Cyprian Plague
The Cyprian Plague was named after its first known victim, the Christian Bishop of Carthage.68 It entailed
fever, throat ulcers, vomiting, and diarrhea. The urbanites fled the country to get away from the disease only to
spread it further. The Plague possibly originated in Ethiopia passing to Africa, Rome, and Egypt.69
541 A.D. Justinian Plague
The plague is named after Emperor Justinian who contracted the plague himself but did not die. The Justinian
Plague was a “real plague” pandemic that killed almost 50% of the Byzantine Empire.70 It spread from Egypt
tes running beyond capacity. The bodies of the
and later throughout the Mediterranean, resulting in the gravesi
gravesites

victims were thrown away on the streets or piled along the seashore to rot. Streets were deserted and trade was

onine Plague of 165 A.D.,Smithsonian,April 28th,2020,
Edward Watts,What Rome Learned from the deadly Ant
Ant-onine
180974758/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/what
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67
Donald J. Robertson,Stoicism in the Time of Plague,Medium,March12,2020,https://medium.com/stoicism
Plague,Medium,March12,2020,https://medium.com/stoicism-philosophy-as-a-wayof-life/stoicism-in-the-time-of-plague-652759c274b2
652759c274b2
68
Gyprian of Carthage,Bishop and Martyr, Biographical Sketches memorable Christian of the past,
http://justus.anglican.org/resources/bio/242.html
69
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/news/theRobin Ngo, The Cyprian Plague,Bibical Archaeology Society, Jan07th2017,https://www.biblicalarchaeo
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70
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were
abandoned. Due to a shortage of staple food, people died of starvation.71During this plague, the victims
v

“seized by madness” and hallucination initially. As the infection developed, the victims entered a lethargic
state that resulted in the loss of appetite. The buboes were formed in the armpits and groins. Many people died
as the buboes gangrened;
d; others died vomiting blood.72The reappearance of the plague for the next two
centuries claimed over 50 million lives i.e. 26% of the world population. It is believed to be the first arrival of
the bubonic plague, which results in swollen lymph nodes, carried
carried by rats and unrolled by fleas.
11th Century Leprosy
Now known as Hansen’s disease, leprosy had been around for ages. This is caused by bacteria, such disease
known as Chronic Infectious. Leprosy prominently affects the skin and peripheral nerves forming
form
malformation and sores. The pandemic hit Europe in the medieval period. Society believed leprosy to be the
“punishment of God” and the families were banished. Leprosy still affects tens of thousands of people a year.
It can be lethal if not treated with
h antibiotics.73
The Black Death, 1350
This was the second outbreak of the bubonic plague, which claimed one-third
one third of the world population. It
originated in China in 1334, passing on to Central Asia and northern India, arrived in Europe in 1347
following the
he trade routing known as the Silk Road.74 The plague held sway for 50 years, and by 1400 it
reduced the world population from 450 million to 350 or possibly 300 million, eliminating 150 million lives.
The Black Death put an end to 60% of the population in Europe.75
Initially accepting the Miasma theory, imbibing the occurrence due to bad air, the Black Death was

understood to be a gigantic Yersinia Pestis pandemic. The strain of Yersinia,, a bacteria, infected the gut of
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oriental rat fleas (Xenopsyllacheopis)
Xenopsyllacheopis).76 Such contaminated hosts transmitted the plague to humans, which
later spread from human to human through droplets.77
In men and women alike its catastrophe certain tumors in the groin and armpits, some of which grew as apples
or eggs. From the two said parts
arts the infection proliferated in all directions indifferently. Further, the malady
changes to black spots on thighs and arms as few and large or minute and numerous. The mortality of the
untreated bubonic death was 70% in 8 days.
For baffled and terror-stricken
stricken societies, the only antidote at the time was inhaling aromatic vapors
from flowers and camphor. Crops cannot be harvested; deprivation and curtailed trade abandoned the entire
settlements. The plague broke down the normal divisions between the upperupp - and lower-class populations,
with an unfolding of the new middle class. Several encores visit through Europe following the centuries
before, decimating entire communities.
The Columbian exchange, 1492
As the Spanish arrived in the Caribbean, diseases like bubonic plague, measles, and smallpox were passed to
the natives of Europe. With no previous display, these diseases wrecked 90% of the indigenous inhabitants of
the north and south continents. In December of 1492, Christopher Columbus arrived on the island of
Hispaniola and came across the Tanino people, a population of 60,000. By 1548 the population stood to less
than 500 in America.78 In 1520, smallpox infection, a disease caused by Variola major virus, killed many of
its victims from the Aztec Empire,
re, Mexico. The symptoms showed a high fever, fatigue, headache, and
backache. Later, a flat red-colored
colored rash appeared on the 2nd or 3rd day, usually on the face or upper arms
the spread of
spreading all over the body.79 Worldwide immunization and ultimate eradication stopped
st

smallpox three decades ago, with the last case reported in 1977. English physician Edward Jenner, pioneered
the vaccine for smallpox, the world’s first vaccine. The term vaccine is derived from the Variola virus.
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019 stated the deaths of 56 million native Americans in the 16th and 17th centuries,
Research conducted in 2019

which may have altered the Earth’s climate with an increase in atmospheric CO2.80
The Great Plague of London, 1665
This devastating emergence of the bubonic plague claimed almost a quarter of London’s population in 18
months. Hundreds of thousands of cats and dogs were slaughtered as the suspected cause of the disease. The
the
actual culprit to cause the plague was the Yersinia pestis bacterium, which is usually transmitted through
thr

bite of the rat flea. The registered symptoms were fever, swelling of the lymph nodes, muscle cramps, and
coughing up blood.81
First Cholera Pandemic, 1817
The first of seven cholera pandemics in the following 150 years, originated in Russia. This wave of small
contaminated water and food by
intestine infection killed one million people in Russia. It spread through feces
feces-contaminated

the bacterium Vibrio cholera.. It caused profuse watery diarrhea, dehydration, leg cramps, vomiting,
restlessness, and irritability
y in the abdomen.82 The reach of the British empire transmitted cholera to Africa,
China, Indonesia, Italy, Spain, Germany, and America, where it killed 150,000 people. In 1885, a Spanish
vaccine against cholera. Although
physician Jaime Ferrán y Clúa,, a student of Louis Pasteur, invented a mass-vaccine

the vaccine was available, the pandemics continued.83
The Third Plague, 1855
The third plague pandemic was a major bubonic pandemic that began in Yunnan, China. The disease is caused
d by the bite of fleas from an infected host, often a black rat. According to
by a bacterium usually transmitted

the World Health Organization, the pandemic was considered active until 1960, when casualties dropped
below 200 globally.84
80
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Fiji Measles Pandemic, 1875
The Fijian measles pandemicc was spread by police, tribal heads, and leaders of the British during a visit to
third of Fiji’s population was swept away, which killed 40,000 people.85 Measles is spread by
Australia. One-third

morbillivirus from one child to another through airborne transmission.
transmission. Signs and symptoms of measles include
fever, running nose, dry cough, inflamed eyes, tiny white and blue spots on the inner lining of the cheeks, also
called Koplik’s spots.86
Russian Flu, 1889
The first flu pandemic, also known as the “Asiatic pandemic”,
pandemic”, was a deadly pandemic that started in Siberia
and Kazakhstan, moved to Moscow, Finland, and Poland further spreading to the rest of Europe. It was the last
great pandemic of the 19th century that killed 1 million people worldwide.87 It is not known for
fo certain what
agent was responsible for the cause, but it is suspected to be an influenza virus A strain or Coronavirus. The
less-developed medications. The
occurrence is due to the lower standard of living, unhygienic conditions, and less

young, the old, and the population with underlying conditions were more susceptible, and usually died of
pneumonia and/or heart attack due to physical stress.88
Spanish Flu, 1918
The Spanish flu didn’t start in Spain. So, then why is it called the Spanish flu? The flu broke out
o during World
War I. Neither the Allied Powers nor the Central Powers wanted to admit the additional loss of life during the
conflict that hinged on who had more manpower.8990 Thus, all the nations involved in the world restricted
reports of the outbreak. In the US, some people were even afraid of reporting the flu may even violate the
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Sedition Act of 1918. But, Spain wasn’t a part of World War I, and hence they had nothing to hide, they
reported the deaths caused by the flu. The US and Europeans nicknamed the flu “Spanish flu”.91
The Spanish flu is considered to be the first real global pandemic, with an immense death toll, well over 50
million. The possible first observation was in the US, Europe, and a few parts of Asia, later reaching all over
the globe. It was caused by the H1N1 strain of the influenza virus. Many notable politicians, artists, and
scientists were either affected by the flu viz. Walt Disney, Greta Garbo, Raymond Chandler, Franz Kafka,
92
Edward Munch, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and Woodrow Wilson.
W

The pandemic was especially deadly for India. It broke out in three waves, with the second wave having a
massive mortality rate. In the year 1918 last week of September month the death rate was hiked in Bombay
and Madras and Calcutta in October and November respectively that claimed lives of 13.88 million. The
outbreak most severely affected younger people in the age group of 20 to 40. Mahatma Gandhi,
Gandhi the leader of
India’s independence struggle, was also infected by the virus.93
Asian Flu, 1957
n Flu was a category 2 avian influenza pandemic that originated from Hongkong, China, in early 1956
Asian
pre-existing human strain.
lasting until 1958. It originated from the mutation in wild ducks combining with a pre

About 1.1 million deaths occurred globally, with
with 116,000 deaths in the United States alone. It caused many
infections in children and led to school closures.94
HIV/AIDS, 1981
Being a fairly slowly spreading pandemic, HIV has received formidable public health attention, both by
national and by international
ional administrations and pharmaceuticals. First observed in 1981, HIV knocks down a
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person’s immune system resulting in eventual death by diseases that the body would usually give an immune
response.95
HIV crossed from chimps to humans in the 1920s, when the humans butchered chimpanzees for meat and
came into contact with their blood. The chimps carried the Simian Immunodeficiency Virus (SIV), a virus
closely related to HIV. The victims face fever, headache and, swollen lymph nodes, rapid weight loss, profuse
prof
night sweats, diarrhea that lasts for weeks, pneumonia, sores of the mouth, anus, and genitals.96 HIV is marked
by high
by its spread predominantly among the gay population, transgender women and, African-Americans
African

mortality resulting in social stigma.97
HIV has killed almost 40 million people globally since 1981, a prevalence of 0.79%. HIV claims 1 million
lives per annum. While it represents a global public health phenomenon, the HIV epidemic is particularly
es (Botswana, Lesotho, and Swaziland) where the prevalence
alarming in some Sub-Saharan
Saharan African countri
countries

tops 25%. Treatments have been developed to treat HIV, but the cure is yet to be found.98
SARS, 2003
that began
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) was the first pandemic witnessed in the 21st century th
It
in China. Due to the vigilance of public health systems worldwide, the outbreak was contained by mid-2003.
mid

was the first time in history where mental health aspects were studied yielding valuable data on acute
infectious outbreaks. It affected fewer than 10,000 cases from 26 countries with 774 deaths.99
Swine Flu, 2009

95
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Avert,
p, George M. Shaw, Beatrice H. Hahn,Simian Immunodeficiency Virus Infection of Chimpanzees, American Society
Paul M Sharp,
of Microbiology,10.1128/JVI79.7,https://jvi.asm.org/content/79/7/3891
https://jvi.asm.org/content/79/7/3891
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er N Sayles,Vishal A. Patel,Robert H. Remien,DanielOrtiz,GregSzekers,Thomas J. Coates, Stigma in the
HIV/AIDS epidemic: A review of the literature and recommendations for the way forward, 2008 Aug,22(Suppl 2) S 6767
S79,https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2835402/
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HIV, Centers for disease Control and Prevention,https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/basics/livingwithhiv/treat
Prevention,https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/basics/livingwithhiv/treatment.html
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The 2009 H1N1 pandemic was an iteration of the Spanish flu pandemic of 1918, but with far fewer
devastating consequences. Suspected to be a reallocation of bird, swine, and human flu, it is informally known
as “Swine flu”. It first began in Mexico in 2009, reaching a pandemic percentage within weeks. It was
declared over by May of 2010.
Although it had a death rate of 10% only, it disproportionately affected healthy young adults. It was

among the first outbreaks where policy reports included mental health as an aspect of preparedness and
mitigation policy efforts.100
EBOLA, 2014-2016
Ebola, endemic to Africa, appeared in a remote village in Guinea in December 2013. Its spread reached
reach Sierra
Leone and Liberia, Nigeria, and Mali with over 28,000 cases and over 11,000 fatalities. The virus is also
known as Ebola virus disease (EVD) or Ebola hemorrhagic fever (EHF) which causes severe bleeding, organ
failure, and can lead to death.101
ZIKA, 2015
ZIKA virus was a naive, dormant virus found in Rhesus monkeys in Uganda.102 The virus was then identified
in Brazil in 2015, after an outbreak of a mild illness causing a flat pinkish rash, bloodshot eyes, fever, joint
mosquito-borne disease
pain, headache claiming 2400 birth
birth defects, and 29 infant deaths. It is a mosquito

(AedesAegypti)) resembling dengue but it can be sexually transmitted. It is also a case of a modern media
pandemic as it featured prominently in social media.103
Disease X
Disease X is not, as of yet, an actual disease caused by a known agent, perhaps a postulated source of the next
pandemic that may cause harm to mankind. In the wake of the Ebola virus pandemic, the World Health
Organization (WHO) decided to dedicate forbidding resources to identify,
identify, studying, and combating possible
100

Donor Report 1st March 2011,Pandemic Influenza A(H1N1),World Hea
Health
Organsiation,https://www.who.int/csr/resources/publications/swineflu/h1n1_donor_032011.pdf
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Michael Smith,North American Correspondent, Zika: The Unexpected Pandemic,Medpage Today, Jan 29th
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future outbreaks in the form of Research and Development Blueprints.104 At regular intervals, the list is
fever, Middle East respiratory
updated which includes diseases like Ebola and Marburg virus diseases, Lassa fever
evere Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), Nipah and
syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV),
CoV), and S
Severe

henipavirus diseases, Zika, and others.105106107108
COVID-19, 2019
On 11 March 2020, the World Health Organization declared that the Covid 19 virus was officially a pandemic.
rovince of China on November 17, 2019, went unrecognized.109
The first case outlined in the Hubei pprovince
19 is caused by a novel coronavirus, a new virus strain that has never been seen before. It causes
Covid-19
vaccine available, the
respiratory problems, fever, and cough. It may lead to pneumonia and death. Without a vacci

virus spread in more than 163 countries. National and International borders were shut down, people were
home quarantined with lockdown all over the states.110 Many countries reported a downfall of GDP, with few
entering recession. Coronavirus
us remains a concern throughout 2020 and 2021 with 116 million cases and 2.57
million deaths as of today. India, USA, Brazil, Russia, Peru, Columbia, Mexico, South Africa, Spain, and
cases.
Argentina tops the chart of 10 most affected countries with the highest number
number of COVID-19
COVID

Safe and efficient vaccines can be doctrinaire. As of 18 February 2021, at the minimum 7 diverse vaccines
covering trilateral plans of action have been unfurled in countries. Susceptible populaces all over the globe are
the most serious prerogatives for vaccination. Simultaneously, exceeding over 200 supplementary vaccine
contenders are in progress, of which more than 60 are in clinical advancement. COVAX partake in the ACT
ed with associates in 2020. COVAX, the
Accelerator, which the World Health Organization institut
instituted

104

R&D Blueprint and Covid 19,World Health Organisation,https://www.who.int/teams/blueprint/covid
Organisation,https://www.who.int/teams/blueprint/covid-19
topics/marburg-virus-disease/#tab=tab_1
Marburg Virus Disease, World Health Organisation,https://www.who.int/health-topics/marburg
Organisation,
106
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Nipah Virus Infection, World Health Organsiation,
Organsiation,https://www.who.int/health-topics/nipah-virus
107
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Lassa Fever, World Health Organisation,
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108
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110
Guidelines for home quarantine, Government of India, Ministry of Health
Health & Family Welfare and Directorate General of Health
Services, https://www.mohfw.gov.in/pdf/Guidelinesforhomequarantine.pdf
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vaccine backbone of ACT Accelerator, assembled by CEPI, Gavi, and WHO, intends to conclude the acute
phase of the COVID-19.111
CONCLUSION
To conclude, it can be inferred from the article that, the world had seen a lot of deadliest diseases.
19 is quite lesser than the loss that had been occurred
Comparatively, the loss that has occurred due to COVID
COVID-19
and knowledge
due to the deadliest diseases the world has seen earlier. This is only because of self-awareness
self
quarantine and also it is possible because of developed medical research and
about personal hygiene and self-quarantine

scientific technologies.

111
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LEGAL ASPECT, JUDICIAL RESPONSE AND VIEW OF SOCIETY ON
SURROGACY
NAGA OM SIVA SHIRDIK112
NA

Abstract:
Begetting a child for the perpetual succession of the family is at the core of marital relationships,

however, not all are able to beget a child naturally and this is where surrogacy plays a crucial role. This
paper takes a detailed study into the social aspect and social causes for surrogacy and the need for surrogacy
in this modern era. It explores the legal aspect and contracts that are entered into and for the purposes of
surrogacy and it also tests the validity of these contracts. This paper inquiries the rights of children, born out
of surrogacy, and parents. This paper discusses the judicial aspect of surrogacy in bygone days and the
contemporary aspect. This paper discusses and makes a detailed study of the issues that are dealt with by the
Supreme Court in the case Baby Manji Yamda v. Union of India
India.. The commercial aspect of surrogacy is also
investigated. As every action by a person or group of persons depends on the viewpoint of a society towards a
particular action, this paper makes a study of surrogacy in the eye of society and the ethical aspect of
surrogacy.
Social aspect and issues:
In a country like India where social relations are embedded closely with the members of the society,
rds a particular aspect affects the members of the society. In India, the awareness
the society’s outlook towards

relating to surrogacy is low compared to the western countries where they are aware of the science involved
moneybehind the surrogacy process but in India, the society viewed th
thee surrogate as an unaffectionate, money

oriented, evil person who sold her child for money and the surrogates to escape stereotyping hide their
pregnancy. Many surrogate women were also accused of having had an illicit affair and the child was the
result off the illicit affair and not a lot was ready to believe what the surrogate had to say, even her blood
relations.
112
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Surrogacy is also seen as the labor which emphasizes or symbolizes women as a reproductive machine i.e., a
woman is born only to give birth to a child which critically undermines the efforts put forward by modern-day
modern
governments and feminist groups. And it is also seen as labor which does not give a relationship or right over
the product that is created through that labor.
Legal aspect:
subThis legall aspect of surrogacy is scrutinized and also their legal value is discussed in the below sub

topics.
Regulation and Contract of surrogacy and its validity:
The regulation of surrogacy is crucial in developing countries like India. Before the regulation, India is a
hub for commercial surrogacy where foreign couples come empty-handed
empty handed and leave India with a baby. After
the regulation of the act, such instances are restricted. The intending couple should have a certificate for the
process of surrogacy
ogacy from the district medical board that they are infertile. The couple should be in possession
of an order from the magistrate of first class or above containing parentage and child custody. Where the
partum delivery complications
surrogate mother should possess insurance covering sixteen
s
months of the post-partum

from a recognized insurance company. An only close relative of the intending parents shall proceed with the
proceedings. A surrogate mother has no right under the contract to provide her own gametes. The health of the
surrogate mother is crucial before performing the procedures of surrogacy and a fitness certificate is necessary.
There are some key guidelines for the intending couple to follow without choice. The couple should marry at
least five years before the day of certification and also should be an Indian citizen. The couple should not have
any child neither biologically nor through adoption. The side effects and after effects should know by the
surrogate mother if not known valid. And also, the consent of the surrogate mother should obtain without any
influence. The intending couple has no right to abandon the child born out of surrogacy and the child has all
rights like a natural child.
The law which abides surrogacy is vague and uncertain. The validity and enforceability of surrogacy contracts
differ from country to country. Where the contact of surrogacy in India is opposed to public policy because
46
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it looks
begetting a child and handed over to another and amount is also given for the surrogate mother. Thus,
T

like renting a mother’s womb. In India contracts which affect public policy is a totally void contract according
to Indian contract act, 1872. So, the legality of the surrogacy contract is uncertain.
Judicial response of surrogacy:
Thee considerable issue of surrogacy arrangement was brought before Supreme Court in Baby Manji
Yamada’s case113, in this case, a Japanese couple entered surrogacy contact and baby manji was born because
of an Indian surrogate mother. Mr. Yamanda tried to travel
travel the baby to Japan but it is not possible. But
Japanese embassy in India refused to give a Japanese passport to baby manji. Then Yamanda tried to obtain
requires both
Indian passport and birth certificate is mandatory for that and birth certificate laws in India requir

mother and father’s name. Where Yamanda is the genetic father but controversial with mother because baby
manji has three mothers- commissioning mother, egg donor, and surrogate mother. So, obtaining legal mother
horities refused to provide the baby with an Indian passport. The court has
status was uncertain. But Indian aut
authorities

no decision to give it directed the case to the national commission for protection of child rights for further
directions.
The unsolved surrogate mother as a natural mother has once
once again visited the Supreme Court to challenge the
ruling given to Jan Blaze v. Anand Municipality114. This case is popularly known as the German couple case.
In this case where the couple had twins through a surrogate mother by Anand infertility clinic, Gujarat.
Gu
German laws do not recognize surrogacy as means of parenthood, and it says such a child cannot be treated as
a German citizen. So, the couple applied for Indian citizen through Gujarat High Court. The court in this case
sue of passport to twins was also concerned with the gestational surrogate mother
along with citizenship and issue

and donor of ova. The father is biologically related to the child but the mother is not accepted as a natural
mother, she is the only legal mother.
In the year 2010, a gay couple,
ouple, Dan Goldberg and Arnon Angel from Israel to whom twin baby boys were
born in Mumbai to an Indian surrogate mother. India allowed the Jerusalem family court to allow a paternity
113

Baby Manji Yamda v.. Union of India and another AIR 2009 SC 84 (2008) 13 SCC 518.

114
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test to initiate the process of Israeli citizenship. Then a DNA test was taken by Goldberg and his baby boy Itai
and Liron. The DNA sample of Goldberg was matched with the twins and he is accepted as their father and
Israel passports were granted.
ia. Judicial has no such laws to
So, the judicial played a pivotal role in structuring the surrogacy laws in Ind
India.

govern some cases where it has taken some sincere effort to bring a law. Surrogacy is new to the judiciary
Baby Manji Yamda v. Union of India and
where but also steps taken to solve the problem amicably.
amicably.Baby

another115.
Commercial surrogacy and India:
Commercial surrogacy is like renting a mother’s womb. Thousands of infertile couples across

the globe are ready to spend lakhs and lakhs for a baby through commercial surrogacy. Due to this many
fertility clinics have opened across the country. Indian surrogates can make a huge amount for a baby. Women
from the economically backward class are ready to do the job. This is because there no proper laws to govern
surrogacy in India. So, this happens in India higher than in any other country.
coun
In the 2019 winter, session the Indian parliament has brought a bill i.e. The Surrogacy Bill, 2019. The bill bans
commercial surrogacy and allows only altruistic surrogacy for Indian citizens. The medical expense of the
surrogate mother should take care of by intending couple. The bill also has regulated no gay, single parent,
unmarried, and live-in
in should do surrogacy. The bill is a setback for all IVF centers in the country which earn
crores through facilitating surrogacy. These clinics charge 10-20
10 0 lakhs from a couple who tend to do
surrogacy. But after this bill, these clinics are totally regularized and no unregistered can survive in this
country.
The penalty for offenses like undertaking or advertising commercial surrogacy, exploiting the surrogate
surro
mother, abandoning, exploiting, or disowning a surrogated child, and selling or importing human embryos or
gametes for the purpose of surrogacy may have imprisonment up to 10 years and a fine up to 10 lakh rupees.
Surrogacy in the eye of society:
115
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Surrogacy
rogacy is good for society but many are exploiting the system that made it look like evil in the eyes
of the people. Surrogacy is done with the consent of the mother where in some cases the consent may change
ssible to do. So it makes a bad impression. Surrogacy is a boon
at the middle of the process where it is not po
possible

for infertile couples where this is their last chance to enjoy their parenthood and also to make their relatives
proud. Society is not totally against surrogacy but due to its some exploiters, it became an evil thing. But
regulation of the surrogacy act is totally made the system looks clean but has some disadvantages in it.
In India, after the regulation of the act, it seems that surrogacy has gained its respect. Socially and
economically backward
kward women do this for money they don’t know the pleasure of really doing this. So now
India is free from those wrong impressions, it is possible only because of the bill passed by the Parliament of
India.
Conclusion:
od of begetting a child should be encouraged so that the opportunity of the
In my opinion surrogacy as a method

gift of having a child to succeed is available for all the people of this country. But there is the presence of
exploitation in its very essence. Even though regulations are in place
place restricting the persons and the way
through which surrogacy could be accessed, in the contemporary world these regulations are very far from
meeting the standards that are required to completely restrict the exploitation of surrogates. But, a complete
ban
an on surrogacy cannot be put in place as such restrictions will make the surrogacy seekers opt for black
market surrogacy. So, in order to be best of both worlds’ situation, the eligibility criteria of the surrogate and
intended parents must have stringent
stringent norms put immediately to effect in the coming years as to serve the
purpose for which it was created which giving the deprived (intended parents) the gift of God(child). As
Commercial surrogacy is completely banned as per the Surrogacy bill, 2019 should be lifted and subsequently,
commercial surrogacy should allow but with much heavier stringent regulations than that of altruistic
surrogacy. Mere rules are in no way sufficient they must be reinforced with appropriate committees,
ones are well
personnel, funds allocated to them for their appropriate functioning. If the above-mentioned
above

taken care of then it is needless to say that it will turn out to be a better method of Assisted reproductive
technology
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RIGHT TO PRIVACY V. AAROGYA SETU APP
- A. Gemma Maria Suzzana116

Abstract:
In this article, I have discussed the privacy issues that have been faced by the
t AarogyaSetu app.

Aarogyasetu was launched by our Indian government, last year, during the peak hours of Covid-19.
Covid
positive patients.
Aarogyasetu was launched to protect the people from Covid-19,
Covid 19, by identifying the Covid-19
Covid

Aarogyasetu is a contact tracing application, it tracks and ffinds
inds out how many people have been affected by
Covid-19.
19. Traditionally, if a person is suffering from a communicable disease, he will be asked to tell the list
of persons, he was in contact with, within recent days.
But this traditional method does not hold
hold good in times of pandemic. Because it consumes time and the disease
is so serious and easily communicable. So it is essential to take quick, essential, and precautionary steps.
and trace the covid-19 positive
This application uses Bluetooth and GPS features of a smartphone to track an

patients. As soon as the application is installed, it collects all the personal information of the individuals. The
personal information collected, will be shared with all the government departments. And the accessibility of
luetooth and GPS will result in a violation of the privacy of the individuals whoever using it. Because, it was
Bluetooth

said by the French Ethical Hacker Robert Baptiste, who is known as Elliot Alderson that using the Bluetooth
uld find out who is sick in India. Moreover, the Indian government made
feature a person from any country co
could

it mandatory to install the AarogyaSetu application. Accessing a person’s data without his consent and
making a compulsory installation of the application is a serious infringement of the right to privacy which is
guaranteed under Art 21 of the Indian Constitution.
One cannot say the application is not necessary and the Government has taken a wrong step by introducing an
application that places the individual’s privacy on the verge of the cliff. The application is necessary and
116
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essential for the prevailing situation. But the privacy features applications should be updated because no one
wants their privacy to get affected and their personal information gets shared with any third party. Countries
like Singapore use a contact racing app in which the personal information of the individuals cannot be shared
with anyone except the Health Department of Singapore. Therefore, the Indian Government should also design
and update the privacy features of the application in such a way that the personal information of the citizens
will
ill not be shared with any third party except the Health Department of the Indian government that the
citizen’s privacy won’t get violated.
Keywords: Right to Privacy, AroyaSetu, COVID - 19
Introduction:
Several pleas have been made against India’s contact tracing app, ‘Aarogyasetu’. Aarogyasetu app is an
application used to track and trace COVID-19
COVID 19 positive patients, using the Bluetooth and GPS features of the
smartphones117. As it uses the Bluetooth and GPS features, it infringes on the privacy of an individual by
tracing out their locations and collecting their personal information and sharing it with all government
departments.
The first plea that came before
efore Delhi High Court against Aarogyasetu is from South Chemists and Distributors
118
Association stating that the application indirectly promoting e-pharmaceutics
e
.

This plea is from offline pharmaceutics sellers stating that a government app should not promoteeprom
pharmaceutics in the name of the COVID-19
COVID 19 contact tracing app. The petitioners said that the official mobile
application AarogyaSetu in a "highly illegal, arbitrary and discriminatory manner" as the website promotes
and acts as a marketing tool for e-pharmacies
pharmacies only.
The homepage of the website is giving a false appearance of a contact tracing app but it mentions only the list
of e- pharmacies.

117

https://aarogyasetu.gov.in/

118

reply-on-plea-to-de-link-aarogya-setuhttps://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/polit
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/high-court-seeks-centres-reply
app-from-website-promoting-e-pharmacies/articleshow/75738814.cms
pharmacies/articleshow/75738814.cms
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The Centre was represented by Additional Solicitor General Maninder Acharya and lawyer Kirtiman Singh,
pposed the plea and argued that these are extraordinary circumstances and the main purpose of
both opposed

developing the website is to provide easy access to medicines.
by
It is opposed by the petitioner that the website has been created intentionally to promote e-pharmacies
e

taking advantage of the name and goodwill created by the app.
It is also stated by the petitioner that the criteria for getting listed as a seller under the website are that it must
be e-pharmacy,
pharmacy, which is illegal and discriminatory. Another plea has
has been raised by a company in Kerala
against the mandatory download of the application as infringes privacy. The Managing Partner of Leetha
Industries, Jackson Mathew, filed a petition against the compulsory imposition of arogyasetu app on the
people underr the threat of criminal prosecution, making it a condition to exercise other basic rights and
services including a right to carry on a business or right to practice a profession or a trade amounts to an
unconstitutional condition. The petitioner Mathew said
said the Aarogyasetu app collects more personal
information and locates the user's place, therefore, it violates the core principle of the K. Puttaswamy case
where the Supreme Court held down the right to privacy as a fundamental right. He added there is no
prohibition of sharing of user’s personal information with other government departments thus enabling a
surveillance system. Mathew also added that the only safeguard is found in the terms of services of the app
which can be unilaterally changed by the government
gov
at any time they want119. Therefore, the app is not safe
and it has many defaults. Let us know more information about the Aarogyasetu application in this article.
What is the Aarogyasetu app?
‘Aarogyasetu’ is a Sanskrit word which means ‘bridge to health’
health’ or ‘bridge for freeness from disease’. It is a
19 affected individuals. This application was
contact tracing application, designed to track, trace COVID
COVID-19

designed and developed by the National Informatics Centre, which comes under the government Ministry
Minis of
Electronics and Information Technology.Aarogyasetu application was launched on April 2, 2020. This

119

-aarogya-setuhttps://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics
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application is made applicable to both Android and iOS mobile operating systems. One can download the app
from the Google play store and Apple’s app sstore. And it is available in 12 languages.
The purpose of the app is to spread awareness of COVID-19
COVID 19 and to connect related health care centers to the
people of India. Also, it augments the steps taken by the Department of Health to control and eradicate
19 and it shares the best advice and practices to fight against Coronavirus. Before knowing how the
COVID-19

app works, let’s know what contact tracing is.
What is contact tracing?
by the disease.
Contact tracing is one of the methods to know how many people are getting infected
inf

Traditionally, if any person is affected by the communicative disease, he will be asked to tell how many
people he was in contact with within recent days.
mes time. So, an application has
But this method will not be so effective in the case of a pandemic, as it consu
consumes

been developed to show the possibility of getting infected by using Bluetooth and GPS features in
smartphones. These apps will check the proximity range of getting infected by the disease. If the proximity is
more likely to get affected, then it alerts the users by sendingemails and messages and also informs the
government and the health care centers.
Contact tracing apps already have been used by some countries including Hong Kong and Singapore. The UK
is planning to launch
h the app in the middle of May.
How does the app work?
Aarogyasetu works by using the GPS and Bluetooth features of smartphones. The app forms a user database to
who can
create a network of information to alert the citizens and government of the possibility of individuals
in

be victims of Coronavirus.
positive patients. The
The app uses the GPS in the smartphone to find out people who are close to COVID-19
COVID

app requires access to GPS all the time and also it requires Bluetooth access after download.
iding GPS and Bluetooth permission, the app requests the user to provide some basic information to
After providing

create the user profile. The basic information includes name, gender, age, and health status. It also asks the
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countries the user resided in, in the past wee
weeks. Also, it asks the user if he belongs to anyone of the exempted
categories of professionals. Then it asks whether the user is willing to help them in times of need.
Once the user completes the basic information, the user has to undergo a self-assessment
self assessment test. Here the user is
COVID-19 symptoms. The user
asked to submit their current health status and whether they are showing any COVID

is also to furnish their travel history. If you are a doctor, they will ask you whether you have been exposed to
any COVID-19 patients.
atients. Based on the results they will suggest you further.
The app turns on the Bluetooth in the smartphone to check the proximity under which an individual can be
affected by the COVID-19
19 patients. When the two smartphones installed the app, within the Bluetooth range
come closer, it exchanges the details. They will alert the user if anyone around the user is get infected by
19. Then these cases are informed to the government and the health centers to take further steps.
COVID-19.

Is downloading Aarogyasetu made mandatory?
Prime Minister Narendra Modi tweeted in support of the app. He urges the people of India to download the
private-sector
application. It has been made mandatory for the government servants and employees and some private

employees. Food delivery services
vices such as Zomato and Swiggy are asked their employees to download the app
and it is made mandatory.
In Noida a suburb in the capital of India, Delhi the installation of the application has been mandatory, and fails
to download the app will lead to six months’ imprisonment.
Supreme Court former judge BN Srikrishna said the impulse to download the application is strictly illegal
since the app is not backed by any legislation, he said to one popular newspaper in India120.
What is the right to privacy?
According
ing to black’s dictionary, ‘right to privacy means ‘right to be let alone’ or ‘the right of the person to be
free from unwanted interference’. Recently, in India right to privacy has been recognized as a fundamental

120
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right by Justice DY Chandrachud in Justice
Justi KS Puttaswamy and ors v. Union of India121. Thereby the right to
privacy is guaranteed under Art 21 of the Indian constitution.
The right to privacy cannot be conceptualized. To understand the concept of the right to privacy, one has to
read many definitions
ons regarding the right to privacy.
Tom Gaiety said ‘right to privacy is bound to include body’ inviolability and integrity and intimacy of
personal identity including marital privacy. Jude Cooley on explaining the law of privacy said that the
meaning of privacy is to be let alone. Edward Shills has also explained privacy means a zero relationship
between the people in other sense it means there is no communication between persons. There lies a neutral
ral state or condition that is intended towards individuals
relation between persons. Privacy is a value, a cultu
cultural

on collective self-realization
realization varies from society to society. Therefore, the right to privacy as to the right to be
let alone is thus regarded as a manifestation of “an inviolate personality”, a hub of freedom and liberty from
which the human being had to be free from invasion. The right to privacy, in other words, can be stated as the
need to let alone.
Evolution of the concept of the right to privacy in India:
Right to privacy in ancient India:
In ancient India worship, sex, and family matters should be protected from disclosure. The right to privacy is
considered a ‘positive morality’ in ancient India. But the right to privacy was a vague concept in ancient India.
Right to privacy in modern India
The concept of the right to privacy was first discussed in the debate of constituent assembly where an
amendment was made by K.S. Karimuddin,where BR Ambedkar befitting support but the concept of the right
to privacy was not included in the constitution. Since the 1960’s the issue of privacy was dealt with as a
fundamental right under the constitution and as a common law right. The Right to privacy not regarded as a

121
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bench judge judgmen
judgment in M.P. Sharma
fundamental right was first held in 1954 by the Supreme Court in eight
eight-bench

v. Satish Chandra122.
After that in Kharak Singh v. State of Uttar Pradesh,
Pradesh 123 the court again rejected the plea of right to privacy as
a fundamental right but struck down the provisions of night visit as it was against personal liberty. It was
wa a sixbench judge judgment.
Then after eleven long years in a three
three-bench judge judgment in Gobind v. State of Madhya Pradesh124 the
court held the existence of a right to privacy as a fundamental right. Though Gobind lost, privacy won for the
first time and
nd gained a small recognition under personal liberty under Art 21 of the Indian constitution.
By this time, the concept of privacy is deeply rooted in fundamental rights. It has never faced such a strong
challenge when the case came before the nine-judge
nine
bench in the case of K.S. Puttaswamy v. Union of
India in 2017 and overruled the decisions of M.P. Sharma and Kharak Singh. After the recent judgment in
2017, it is clear that the right to privacy is a fundamental right and it will be considered as one of the
t elements
among the Golden Trinity of Article 14 (Right to Equality), Article 19 (Right to Freedom), and Article 21
(Right to Life and Personal Liberty)
Arguments made in the plea:
Many arguments are going on about the privacy concerns of the aarogyasetu app since the app uses the user’s
Bluetooth and GPS features of the phones. Bluetooth and GPS can locate the area and place of the user where
he resides. If the locations of the users are shared it will be a strict violation of privacy. French ethical hacker
hac
Robert Baptiste, who is known by Elliot Anderson, says, forcing it to or making it mandatory to download
such kind of application does not make the story successful and it just leads to repression125. This statement is
about contact tracing apps all over the world.
What about India’s app?
122
123
124
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As earlier said it does violate privacy by sharing the location of the users. It requires constant access to
Bluetooth and GPS features to collect the data which is invasive from a privacy and security point of view.
An app named Trace Together is used in Singapore to find out COVID-19
COVID 19 positive patients. They have assured
the citizens that the data collected by the app will be shared strictly only with the Health Ministry to control
disease and not with any law enforcemen
enforcementt authorities to enforce lockdowns and quarantine126.
But this is not the case with the aarogyasetu app. Internet Freedom Foundation, a digital rights advocacy group
to ensure
in Delhi says that ‘the app is very flexible, in which it shares data with law enforcement authorities
a

compliance of lockdowns and quarantine’.
But the manufactures of the app claim that at no point the identity and the information of the users will not be
shared with any third party. Mr. Singh of MyGov said that the data of the users will
w not be used for any other
purposes and no third party can have access to it127.
Nikhil Pahwa128, who is the editor of internet watchdog Medianama says that the biggest issue with the app is
king someone’s location is a strict violation
that it tracks location which is globally deemed unnecessary. Trac
Tracking

of their privacy and he worried about the Bluetooth function of the app, as Bluetooth tracking might give false
or incorrect data.
For instance, if I am on the third floor and my neighbor Mr. John is on the fourth
fou floor, it will show that we
have met even though we are on different floors. This is because; Bluetooth travels through walls which in
turn shows false positives and incorrect data.
government-operated and owned
Aarogyasetu app allows the authorities to update the collected details into a government

‘server’ which in turn gives those details and information to medical and health care centers and law-enforcing
law
authorities.
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The Software Freedom Law Centre, a consortium of lawyers, technology experts, and students, ssays that the
government can share their information with anyone they want and this will create a big problem.
MyGov said that the app has been designed by keeping in mind the privacy and security of the user and the
process of contact tracing and risk assessment
assessment can be done anonymously. Mr. Singh says after finishing your
registration the app will give you an anonymous ID. All the interactions with the government can be done with
this ID. Therefore, your identity cannot be revealed. No personal information can be shared. But experts have
raised doubts about this statement.
Alderson said that using the Bluetooth feature one can find out who is sick in India. And he added that
basically, he can see anyone is sick in the prime minister’s house or he can see if someone is sick in a specific
house if he wanted. These statements were written by him in the blog.
Indian government rejected all these statements regarding breach of privacy. Nikhil Pahwa, editor of internet
watchdog Medianama said that India has a terrible
terrible history in protecting the privacy of the citizens impliedly
mentioning Aadhaar, which is considered as the world’s largest and most controversial biometrics
biometrics-based
identity database. Critics have criticized the Aadhaar scheme as it was not safe, putting
puttin personal information at
risk, and also condemned the government for making the people compulsorily link bank account numbers with
it. But the Supreme Court finally held that the Aadhaar scheme is not a violation of privacy.
Critical Analysis:
o privacy is guaranteed under Art 21 of the Indian constitution. It is a fundamental right. Therefore,
The right to

no one can take away the privacy of others. Such type of activities is unconstitutional. Aarogyasetu app is a
contact tracing app to find out the COVID-19
COVID 9 positive patients, which requires the user’s Bluetooth and GPS
to locate him.
It can be said that the application is a good initiative by the Indian government until the data are not shared
with any third party. Because the application is designed in such
such a way that data can be taken by any third
party. Elliot Alderson, a French ethical hacker said in his blog that he can see if anyone is sick in the prime
minister’s office or he can see anyone is sick in a specific house in India.
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People don’t want theirr privacy to get affected by any unknown third party. Locating someone’s location is a
sure violation of privacy and it infringes Art 21 of the Indian constitution. It can be argued that this application
is necessary for the prevailing current situation. But
But an application infringing or disturbing one’s privacy
cannot be allowed in any situation. The impact of this sort of application will be huge in later days. Because in
the personal
today’s world the technology has touched its peak, anyone in the world can hack or access
ac

information of the users if it is not properly protected.
Therefore, it cannot be said that the application is not necessary or it should be abolished. Because the same
19 positive patients. But they are
sort of applications is used by other countries to track and find out COVID-19

assuring the safety of the people in protecting the personal information by developing applications with the
best safety features. In Singapore, the contact tracing app is designed in such a way that the application
applicatio cannot
be shared with any third party other than the health department. But in the case of the aarogyasetu app, the
features of the app are not that safe since the data can be shared with anyone.
ernment has taken a wrong decision not thinking
One cannot say the application is not necessary or the gov
government

about the privacy of the individuals. The application is a good move by the Indian government. But the
the
security and privacy features of the app are to be updated in such a way no one can have access except th

health department of the government.
Conclusion:
To conclude since the right to privacy is a fundamental right guaranteed under Art 21 of the Indian
constitution as well as a natural right it cannot be taken over or infringed by anyone. But the application
applicati
Aarogyasetu cannot be abolished since it is necessary for the prevailing situation. Therefore, the said
application Aarogyasetu should be designed in such a way by making the privacy features stronger and more
reliable in a manner not infringing the privacy
pri
of the individuals.
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